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Abstract
In this paper, longitudinal and lateral vehicle control for
Automated Highway Systems (AHS) are studied together for
their coupling effects. It is shown that longitudinal
controllers which directly control the wheel slip are
inherently more stable, especially during lateral maneuvers
on very slippery road conditions, than longitudinal
controllers which do not take wheel slip into account.

motion dynamics. The longitudinal feedback law is based
on the sliding mode longitudinal traction control of the
previous paper . The lateral feedback controller is designed
using the simplified model. The performance evaluations
are based on simulations performed on the nonlinear model.
Both models can describe four-wheel-steering, four-wheeldrive vehicles. However, in this paper they are used for
front-wheel-steering, four-wheel-drive vehicles only. We
have considered four wheel drive instead of two wheel drive
in this paper, because four wheel drive is a more generalized
case. The mathematical model for a two wheel case can be
easily derived from a four wheel model by ignoring the
longitudinal friction terms on the two non-driving wheels.
Although, in this paper, the simulations are performed for
four wheel drive vehicle, the control design is very similar
for the two wheel drive.
A. Nonlinear Vehicle Model
Free body diagram of the vehicle model is shown in
Figure I . The nonlinear bicycle model of the vehicle,
described here, is adopted from Taheri [l]. This model has
five degrees of freedom: longitudinal and lateral velocities,
yaw rate, and rotational velocities for the front and rear
wheels.
Although this model is described for the
acceleration case only, it can be easily modified for the
deceleration case. Since, Taheri and Law's description in [11
is concise and suits for the purpose of the present study,
Appendix A in [l] is inserted below, with the addition of
wind disturbance.
The lateral components of the forces of the roads on the
tires are Fyfand Fyrrthe longitudinal components are Fxt and
F,,, where the f and r subscripts refer to front and rear,
respectively. The longitudinal wind thrust is F,, and the
lateral wind thrust is Fv The effects of camber and self
aligning moments are neglected. Summing the lateral
forces along the body y axis leads to
(1)
FYfCOS & + F,r sin 6r + FyrCOS 6r +

1. INTRODUCTION
For highway automation of vehicles a complete motion
control strategy incorporating both longitudinal and lateral
control algorithms must be designed. This paper describes
how to integrate longitudinal traction control with lateral
control, Active traction control is important not only for
longitudinal motion but also for producing a desirable
lateral response. Since wheel slip has an important
influence over longitudinal as well as lateral tractive forces,
longitudinal traction control, which regulates the wheel slip
at commanded values, can be used to affect the lateral
performance of a vehicle. Specifically, on an icy section of
a curved path, traction control can be used to maintain a
high lateral tractive force by keeping control over the wheel
slip. It is more difficult to control vehicles on icy curved
paths using passive (tractionless) controllers, since they do
not regulate wheel slip.
A nonlinear bicycle model of the vehicle [l] is briefly
introduced in this paper to explain the essential dynamics
of the overall system. This model has five degrees of
freedom- three degrees for longitudinal motion, and two
degrees for lateral motion. The lateral dynamics are
characterized by the yaw rate and the lateral velocity,
whereas the longitudinal motion dynamics are characterized
by the longitudinal velocity and the front and rear wheel
angular velocities. The longitudinal controller is designed
using sliding mode principles. The lateral nonlinear
dynamics are linearized about some nominal operating
conditions in order to facilitate the design of a linear
control law. The frequency-shaped linear quadratic (FSLQ)
control theory is used to design the lateral feedback
controller. By using this design theory, the ride quality can
be included in the performance index explicitly.
Meanwhile, the high-frequency robustness characteristic
can be improved by properly choosing the weighting
factors of the performance index.

Fxr sin 6, + F,, = Mv(<y+ vxr)
where, Mv is the vehicle mass, V x and Vy are the
longitudinal and lateral components (on body axis) of the
vehicle velocity, and r is the yaw rate. The angles 6f and 6,
are the front and rear wheel steering angles. Summing the
longitudinal forces along the body x axis gives
(2)
F,r cos 6r - F,f sin 6r + F,, cos 6,
- F,, sin 6, - F,, = MV(<,- vyr)
The sum of the yaw moments about the center of gravity
of the vehicle yields
(3)
LI(Fyrcos 6r + F,r sin 6t) Lr(Fyr COS 6, + F,r sin 6,)= 1 i

2. MODELING
Two models are described for the vehicle system. A five
degrees of freedom nonlinear model is introduced first to
represent the essential dynamics of the system. A
simplified lateral dynamics model is obtained by linearizing
the nonlinear model and retaining the lateral and yaw
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while slip ratio and slip angle are plotted on the x and y
axes, respectively. Figure 3 shows the lateral adhesion
coefficient on the z-axis, while slip ratio and slip angle are
on the x and y axes, respectively. These plots were drawn
by using approximate analytical functions for the adhesion
coefficient versus wheel slip curves. A mathematical
serpentine function was used for the longitudinal adhesion
coefficient and a Gaussian function was used for lateral
adhesion.
B. Linearized Model for Lateral Control
The model for lateral control includes only the lateral
and the yaw motions of the mass center of the vehicle. The
derivation of the linearized model, described below, is
adapted from the model used by Matsumoto and Tomizuka in
[Z]. For the sake of linearization, it is assumed that the
steering angles are small, so that (1) and (3) can be replaced
by
(16)
Gy = [Fyr + FX& + Fyr + FA1 + Fvl/M, - vxr
(17)
i = [LAFyf+ Fxf&) - M F y r + Fx&)Jn
The lateral tire forces FYfand FYIare functions of the
lateral road-tire adhesion coefficients pyf and pyr,
respectively so that
Fyf = PyfNf
(18)
Fyr = PyrNr
(19)
Lateral road-tire friction is dependent on the road-tire
condition and the slip ratio hf and h, . Furthermore, pyfand
are approximately proportional to the wheel slip angles
af and a,,respectively. Thus, pyfand pyrcan be described as
c4 = fdhdaf
(20)

where, I is the yaw moment of inertia of the vehicle. For
the front and rear wheels, the sum of torques about the axle
results in
(4)
Tf - Fd Rw= I d Wf
(5)
Tr Fxr R w =I, W,
where, CQand w, are the angular velocities of the front and
rear wheels, I d is the inertia of the front wheels about the
axle, I, is the inertia of the rear wheels about the axle, Rw
is the wheel radius, and Tf and T, are the applied torques for
the front and rear, respectively.
The forces predicted by the tire model depend on the
instantaneous value of the road's normal force on the tire.
The normal forces change due to the longitudinal
acceleration. For the model used, the effects of the
suspension system are neglected. Thus, the normal forces
on the front and rear tires are obtained by summing
moments about the two contact patches. The resulting
equations for the total normal reaction for the front tires,
Nf, and the total normal reaction for the rear tires, N,, are
(6)
Lt Mv g
Nf=(Lf+L)
(7)
hMvg
N,=(Lf+L)
The nonlinear tire forces are evaluated using the slip
angle and the longitudinal slip for each tire. The side slip
angle i3, is the angle between the vehicle centerline and the
velocity vector of the vehicle center of gravity. The tire
slip angles are
(8)
af= 6f - tan*'[(v, + Lf r)/vx]
and,
(9)
a, = 6, - tan-'[(vy- Lr ~ ) / v J
The values of the longitudinal slip are
(10)
hr = (of R w - Vwt)/(Wr Rw)
(1
1)
& = (Cur R w - Vw>/(CurRw)
where V d and V, are the longitudinal components of the
velocity of the front and rear axles, respectively,
V,f = Vf cos cif
(12)
(13)
V,, = vr cos ar
and the magnitudes of the velocities of the front and rear
axles, Vf and Vr are
(14)
vf = [(v, + Lf r)' + v:]"'
(15)
vr = [(v, - L, r>2+ v:]'"
When the characteristics of the tire (tire pressure, road
and tire surface condition, temperature, etc.) are fixed, the
traction and turning forces generated from the tire are solely
determined by the tire slip angle and the wheel slip (tire slip
ratio). The longitudinal tire adhesion coefficient is defined
as the ratio of longitudinal tire force and the normal force on
the same tire. Similarly, the lateral tire adhesion
coefficient is defined as the ratio of the lateral tire force and
the normal force on the same tire. These adhesion
coefficients are nonlinear functions of slip angle and slip
ratio. The longitudinal adhesion coefficient versus the slip
ratio curve looks like a serpentine curve which gets flatter
and flatter for increasing values of slip angle. On the other
hand, the lateral adhesion coefficient versus the slip ration
curve resembles a Gaussian curve which gets flatter for
decreasing slip angle values.
Since the adhesion
coefficients are functions of slip ratio and slip angle, they
can be represented by three dimensional curves. Figure 2
shows the longitudinal adhesion coefficient on the z-axis,
~

PI = fI(h,)a,

(21)

where, ff and f r are nonlinear functions which depend on the
road-tire condition. Hence, the lateral tire forces can be
rewritten as
(22)
Fyf = CGf
Fyr = CrG
(23)
with the cornering stiffnesses originally defined as [3]
aFY
(24)

c,=--la

aa

=o

given here by
(26)
Cr = fr(L)Nr
For linearization, the slip angles defined by (8) and (9) can
be approximated as
(27)
at = Sf - [(vy+ Lr r)/vx]
(28)
= 6, - [(vY- L r)/vxl
The lateral tire forces can now be written as
(29)
FYf= Cd6r - [(vy+ Lr r)/vxl)
(30)
Fyr = Cr(& - [(vy - b r)/vxl)
Substituting these in (16) and (17), we obtain the following
linear lateral model of the vehicle.
(31)
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advantages in using the FSLQ theory. The main advantages,
adopted from [4] are listed below:
(1) Frequency dependent weighting factors are placed on
tracking error, lateral velocity error, yaw rate error, yaw
angle error, lateral acceleration and control effort terms in
the performance index to compromise these conflicting
objectives.
(2) The weighting factor on the lateral acceleration term
can be shaped in the frequency domain to achieve a good ride
quality in the frequency range where passengers are
sensitive.
(3) The weighting factors on the tracking error terms can
be shaped in the frequency domain appropriately to enhance
the tracking performance at low frequencies and the
robustness of the controller to high frequency measurement
noises and unmodeled dynamics.
The lateral feedback controller is designed by
minimizing the following performance index:
(32)
J = 1 [a'(io)Q,(io)a(io)+
2 L
v;(j w)QV(jW)vr(iw)+Z(i o)Q,(io)r,(i U)+

Qf=Cf + Fx~,
Qr = Cr + Fx
A detailed analysis of this linearized system is shown in
Matsumoto and Tomizuka [2].

3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The controller design for the overall system is
decoupled into independent longitudinal and lateral control
laws, although their performance is interdependent. The
longitudinal control design is based on the nonlinear
longitudinal dynamics of the system, and the lateral control
design is based on the linearized lateral dynamics of the
system. Sliding mode traction control is used for
maintaining a pre-specified distance between platoon
vehicles, or in general, for maintaining some desired
acceleration or deceleration. Lateral control is designed
utilizing Frequency Shaped Linear Quadratic (FSLQ) control
based on the linearized model of the vehicle lateral motion,
which includes lateral deviation and the yaw angle. Since
lateral control is designed for nominal conditions, gain
scheduling is considered for varying operating conditions.
Another way to deal with varying operating conditions
would be to use adaptive control. The details of the two
controllers used in the simulations are discussed next.
A. Sliding Mode Longitudinal Traction Controller
The longitudinal traction controller is designed as a
twin sliding surface mode. In the dynamics (2) for the
longitudinal velocity, the input term for the first sliding
surface is (F,f cos 6f + F,, cos 63, which is evaluated from the
desired dynamics for the longitudinal velocity. The two
terms in the input for the first sliding surface represent the
front wheel and the rear wheel components of the
longitudinal tractive force. In four wheel drive vehicles, we
have the freedom to choose the distribution of the tractive
force between the front and the rear wheels. In the present
design, we are using equal distribution of the tractive force,
which implies that the two terms in the input for the first
sliding surface are kept equal to each other. For a two wheel
drive vehicle, one of the terms in the input for the first
sliding surface would be zero, and hence, all the longitudinal
tractive force would be provided by the two driving wheels.
From the desired value of the longitudinal tractive forces for
the four wheel drive vehicle we are considering, the desired
value of the front and rear wheel slips are calculated by
inverting the nominal adhesion coefficient versus wheel
slip curve for a given side slip angle. These desired values
of the wheel slips are used to drive the second sliding mode
surface to obtain the needed torque inputs. The details of the
sliding mode control design for traction control are shown
in [ 5 ] .
B. FSLQ Lateral Controller
The FSLQ control theory [6,71 provides a controller
design tool for a linear system, based on the minimization
of a quadratic performance index, which includes frequency
as a parameter. Frequency shaped designs combine the
techniques of classical control design and linear quadratic
methods to utilize the strengths of each. Hence, combining
the two methods in FSLQ provides greater flexibility in the
control design.
Peng and Tomizuka have successfully shown the
viability of using FSLQ technique to design vehicle lateral
controllers for the highway automation, as it relates to
PATH [4]. In the lateral control design, there are numerous

v:(iw)QiV(iw)vr(io)+r*(io)Qi,(io)r(io)+

~:O.w)QiivO.w)~rO.o)+~;(j~)Qs(io)GrOw)]do
In Equation (321, a, the difference between the lateral
acceleration,

2

t,, and its desired value, h,is expressed as:

-d=
+,

a = iy

P

(33)

P
where p is the radius of curvature of the road, and v, is the
lateral deviation velocity of the mass center from the
reference. The lateral deviation of the vehicle from the
center of the lane is obtained by using magnetic markers in
the center of the lane. The lateral deviation is differentiated
numerically or using hardware to obtain lateral deviation
velocity. The first term of the performance index is used to
represent the ride quality, the second, third, fourth, fifth and
sixth terms are included for tracking capability, and the fifth
term represents the control effort. The frequency dependent
weighting factors, Qo, Qv. Q, Qiv, QU,Qiiv and Qs are
designed to produce satisfactory ride quality, high frequency
robustness, and desirable transient and steady-state
responses.
The ride quality is reflected in the lateral acceleration
term of the performing index. Many specifications such as
IS0 [ 8 ] and rms [9] have been developed to express the ride
quality in terms of a frequency dependent weighting index
on the lateral acceleration. All these specifications can
adequately describe the ride quality [lo]. In order not to
increase the number of augmented states excessively, the
weighting factor is chosen as:
(34)

Qa=L

1 +do'
The coefficient ha determines the weighting on each
frequency component in the lateral acceleration to represent
the desired ride quality.
High frequency components in the steering input are
not desirable as they can deteriorate the ride quality and may
excite the unmodeled dynamics of the system. By reducing
the gain in the high frequency range, better robustness in
that range can be achieved. Hence, Qv and Qr are designed as
low pass filters.
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(35)
a=- q'v
1 +G"'
Qr=L (36)

F, cos 6,) using the sliding mode design steps [see Chapter
7 in 131. In the simulations presented here, four wheel drive
is assumed. Four wheel drive is a more generalized case, and
the two wheel drive mathematical model and the control law
can easily be derived from the model and the control law for
the four wheel drive case. In four wheel drive, the desired
longitudinal tractive force is divided equally between the
front wheels and the rear wheels. Notice that for a two wheel
drive only the two driving wheels would provide the
longitudinal tractive force. The second sliding surface is
defined by equation the difference between the actual angular
velocity of the wheel and the desired angular velocity of the
wheel to zero. The second sliding surface dynamics for the
front wheels is different than that of the rear wheels. The
desired wheel slip is obtained by using the nominal
longitudinal adhesion versus wheel slip curve. The wheel
slip is numerically differentiated to obtain its derivative,
which is used in the control law. The steering angles 6fand

1 +&I?
Weights on the lateral deviation and yaw angle error are
(37)

(38)

Qu=&

U")*

to minimize their DC component. The steady state lateral
deviation approaches zero because of the integral action on
lateral deviation introduced by Qiiv.
Q.. -qfi,
(39)
11v

-

Cid

The weight on the input term, Qs is chosen as a frequency
independent coefficient, The coefficients, h. and h, are
tuned to enhance the high frequency robustness of the
controller while maintaining good tracking capability.
After choosing the values of A,, hv and L,the values of qa,
qv, &, q i v , qi, q i i v and Qs are adjusted for further tuning. The
FSLQ problem can be transformed to a standard LQ problem
by introducing augmented state variables, and the gain
vector of the feedback controller can be computed by
solving a Riccati equation.
If the radius of curvature and preview information of
the path is available, feedforward and preview controllers
can also b e used to improve the lateral control
performance[4, 11, 121.
The gain of the feedback controller depends on the
longitudinal velocity and the cornering stiffness. The
velocity is available as a sensor measurement, and the
cornering stiffness can be estimated from the lateral
dynamic equation [4].

6, in (F,f cos 6r + F,, cos 6,) are known, and therefore, the
required front and rear longitudinal adhesion can be
calculated by dividing the front and the rear tractive forces
by the corresponding nominal normal forces respectively.
For the case of front wheel drive, the driving torque would be
applied to the front wheels, which consequently would
produce the traction force due to wheel slip.
Table 2 shows the values of the lateral controller
design parameter values for the simulations. The gains of
the FSLQ controller are precomputed as functions of
longitudinal velocity and cornering stiffness.
The
measurement rates are assumed to be 100 Hz. The
simulation path is shown in Figure 4. The path is divided
into five regions (A, B, C, D and E). Simulations are
performed with and without the asphalt and concrete patch
and the icy patch. Region A and region E are straight
sections, while regions B, C and D are curved sections of the
simulation path. The radius of curvature for all the curved
sections is 1.5 Km. In regions A and C, the vehicle is
commanded to have a longitudinal acceleration of 1 m/s2
from 20 m/s to 25 m/s and 25 m / s to 35 m/s respectively.
Region A is 112.5~1long, region B is 750m long, region C
is 300m long, region D is 175 m long and region E is more
than 6Km long.
First, simulation on the path without the asphalt and
concrete and the icy section was performed with active
traction control (sliding mode) and lateral control (FSLQ).
The longitudinal velocity is followed very closely. The
front wheel slip remains below 0.05. The steering
commands, lateral deviation and the yaw rate errors are
small.
Simulation results of active traction and lateral
control on the path with the asphalt and concrete and the icy
patch are shown in Figures 5-6. The asphalt and concrete
patch starts at 30.5 seconds from the start and lasts for 10
seconds immediately after which, the icy patch starts, which
lasts for 9 seconds. In this case also, the longitudinal
velocity 1s followed very closely. Although the slip value
is stabilized in the same region as before, the slip value
increases up to approximately 0.15.
The steering
commands, lateral deviation and the yaw rate errors are
greater than what they were in the previous case, but still
the values are small.
Simulation is performed for passive traction (a fine
tuned PID control law) and lateral control on the path with

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The simulations are performed on the nonlinear
model described in Section 1.1. The inertial parameters are
shown in Table 1. Sliding mode controller based on twin
sliding surfaces, is employed for longitudinal traction
control and FSLQ controller is used for the lateral direction.
A simple PID control law is employed for passive control in
the longitudinal direction, which is compared with the
active traction control provided by the twin surface sliding
mode. The Iongitudinal control law is designed as follows.
First, Equation (2) is rewritten as
(40)
Gx=f+u
where
(41)
f = [- Fyrsin 6f - FYrsin 6, - F, + vyr]/M,
(42)
and U = [F,r COS 6r + F,, COS 6 J M V
Let S I be the first sliding surface, defined as
SI = E + CIE
(43)
where E is the spacing error: between the vehicle being
controlled and the vehicle in front. The spacing error is
defined as the difference between the actual distance between
the two vehicles and the desired distance between them.
When the desired distance between the two vehicles is a
constant, E becomes the velocity error between the vehicle
to be controlled and the vehicle in front. From the first
sliding surface, we obtain the value of desired (F,r cos 6, +
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Table 2 Lateral controller design parameter values

5. CONCLUSIONS
A nonlinear model of the vehicle system for combined
longitudinal and lateral control was discussed. The control
design for the overall system was decoupled into
independent longitudinal and lateral control laws. Sliding
mode design was used for longitudinal traction control and a
PID control law was used for longitudinal passive control.
The lateral controller was based on FSLQ theory.
In this paper , we have shown the superiority of active
control during lateral maneuvers for a platoon of vehicles,
in order to relate the results to highway automation.
The simulation results of active and passive longitudinal
control with lateral control on a combination of straight
and curved sections with and without an icy patch. showed a
superior performance of the vehicle under active traction
control.
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the vehicle model for
longitudinal and lateral control
Figure 6 Lateral deviation and yaw rate error plots for actis
traction with lateral control
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Figure 2 Longitudinal adhesion coefficient versus slip ratio
and slip angle
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Figure 7 Longitudinal velocity and wheel slip plots for
passive traction with lateral control

Figure 3 Lateral adhesion coefficient versus slip ratio and
slip angle
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Figure 8 Lateral deviation and yaw rate error plots for
passive traction with lateral control
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Figure 4 Geometry of the desired trajectory

Figure 5 Longitudinal velocity and wheel slip plots for
active traction with lateral control
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